
Today a reader, tomorrow 

a leader! 

-Margaret Fuller 

 

Summer Reading and Math 2018 

Dear Families of Incoming Fifth Graders, 

Hooray! Summer is almost here!  Everyone is excited about finishing fourth grade and 

transitioning to fifth at Dodge.  The Fifth Grade team is asking for your help to keep your child‟s 

literacy progress moving forward this summer. Research has proven that kids fall back between 1-3 

months (from the progress they experienced during their prior school year). To prevent this 

“summer set-back”, we are requiring summer reading.   

The requirements are really simple and will benefit your child greatly.  Since independent 

reading has the greatest impact on your child‟s reading achievement, we are requiring just that-

READING.  Each 5th grader will be setting Summer Reading Goals before he/she leaves for summer 

break.  These goals will be individual to your child.  Your child will commit to read a certain number 

of books during the break. We encourage the students to read books that are „just right‟ for them.  

RAZ-Kids is highly encouraged since it is leveled for each student and monitors growth. Reading 

books that are too difficult is not a successful way to grow as a reader. To monitor their goals, the 5th 

graders are expected to list the books they complete on the reading log provided.  They are also 

expected to fill out at least one Book Notes page to go along with one of the books read.  The log and 

notes page will be collected during the first week of school.  Attached you will find your child‟s 

reading goal page, the Reading Log and the Book Notes page.  Refer to the Dodge web page for 

suggested books for grades 3-6. 

Goal setting, regular practice and reinforcement of math skills are crucial to a student‟s 

academic progress as well. We have attached a Math Log and Goal page along with a variety of 

exciting learning experiences that your child can engage in to sustain and increase their math 

achievement. Your child will set Math Goals before leaving for summer break. He/she will commit 

to practicing and partaking in a certain number of activities to increase their math fluency. They are 

expected to fill out the Math Log page and return it to school during our first week back. Both logs 

are due into your child‟s homeroom teacher no later than Friday, August 18th. Your child will be 

receiving recognition for their efforts! 

As adults, we make time for what we value.  It is our hope that you will partner up with us to 

show your child the importance of reading and math.  In doing so, we can team up to eliminate the 

“summer set-back” phenomena for our Dodge Fourth Graders! 

Happy Learning, 

The Fifth Grade Teachers 

Dodge Intermediate School 

   

“Mathematics is made of 50 percent formulas, 50 percent 
proofs, and 50 percent imagination.”  


